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IS MASSACHUSETTS BECOMING A LEADING PATENT LITIGATION VENUE?
By Andrew O’Connor and
Rebecca Harris
For years, the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Texas has been the home
of more patent litigation than any other federal court. Widely considered a patent ownerfriendly jurisdiction, the E.D. Texas embraced
an expansive view of the language in the patent venue statute that an appropriate forum
is where a defendant “resides.” 28 U.S.C.
§1400(b). The Supreme Court’s decision last
year in TC Heartland LLC v. Kraft Foods Group
Brands LLC interpreted this provision more
narrowly, holding that “resides” for domestic
corporations “refers only to the state of incorporation.” In light of this shift, and the recent
publication of new local rules governing patent
cases in D. Mass., Massachusetts has the potential to become a leading patent litigation venue.
The Supreme Court, the Federal
Circuit and Forum-shopping
In its 1957 decision in Fourco, the Supreme
Court held that a corporate defendant resides
only in the jurisdiction of incorporation, citing language used in the original version of
1400(b) as support. The Supreme Court reaffirmed that §1400(b) is the sole and exclusive
provision governing venue in patent cases and
is a standalone provision not supplanted by
28 U.S.C §1391(c), the general venue statute,
which treats “resides” to include “in any judicial district in which such defendant is subject
to the court’s personal jurisdiction with respect
to the civil action in question….” This interpretation limited forum shopping in patent cases.
In 1990, the Federal Circuit in VE Holding found that an amendment to §1391 conveyed unambiguously that §1391(c) governed
all venue provisions in the chapter, including §1400(b). The decision subsumed the
venue analysis in patent cases into a personal
jurisdiction analysis, which led to significant
forum shopping. The Eastern District of Texas
emerged as a pro-plaintiff jurisdiction and has
been the leading patent litigation venue since
2012, hosting approximately 45 percent of all
patent cases filed in the U.S. in 2015. In both
2014 and 2015, over a quarter of patent cases
filed in the U.S. were brought before a single
judge in the district in Marshall, Texas: Judge
Rodney Gilstrap.
TC Heartland shifts the patent
venue conversation
The Supreme Court in TC Heartland
rejected the Federal Circuit’s holding in VE

Holding and found that new language added to
§1391(c) in 2011 further supported its holding
in Fourco that §1400(b) is a standalone provision. The court affirmed that for the purpose
of §1400(b), the term “resides” refers only to
the jurisdiction of incorporation. This narrower interpretation of the term “resides” weakened
Texas’ grip on patent litigation and has raised
the question of what exactly constitutes a regular and established place of business.
Massachusetts as a leading patent
litigation venue?
After TC Heartland, Judge Gilstrap denied
a motion to transfer venue on the basis that the
residences of a defendant company’s employees
who worked from home was sufficient to serve
as a regular and established place of business of
the defendant. The Federal Circuit overturned
this decision in Cray and employed a threepronged test to identify a regular and established place of business: (1) there must be a
physical place in the district; (2) it must be a
regular and established place of business; and
(3) it must be the place of the defendant (not
the home of the defendant’s employee).
While the three-pronged inquiry is factspecific, a company’s headquarters should
almost always be a regular and established place
of business. The court in Cray clarified that “a
physical place” means “a building or part of a
building . . . from which business is conducted.” A “virtual space or . . . electronic communications from one person to another” is
insufficient. A business is considered “regular”
if it operates in a steady, uniform, orderly, and
methodical manner. “Sporadic activity” or a single act pertaining to a particular business is not
considered regular. A business is “established” if
it is stable for a period of time, although it can
move its location. To be a place of the defendant, the defendant must own, lease, or exercise
some other attributes of possession or control
over the place.
On Dec. 11, 2017, the judges of U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts
announced that they were seeking public comment on new proposed patent rules of procedure that would govern patent cases in D. Mass.
The public comment period ended on Jan. 26,
2018, and the rules are expected to go into effect
this year. Among other things, the rules outline
pretrial procedures that set trial in two years;
contain specific procedures for disclosures, discovery and claim construction; and provide patent litigants with greater guidance and procedural predictability.
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The combined impact of TC Heartland and
Cray with the proposed local patent rules raises
new strategic considerations for Massachusettsbased companies seeking to maintain a homefield advantage. Massachusetts, and Boston in
particular, is one of the nation’s leading technology hubs, with innovation and tech giants such
as TripAdvisor, Gillette, Bose, Staples, Wayfair,
Care.com and, most recently, General Electric (not to mention that, as of the date of this
article, Amazon had selected Boston as a finalist for its second headquarters). This is in addition to the research and world-class health care
industries headquartered in the Boston area.
The Bloomberg U.S. Innovation Index ranked
Massachusetts the most innovative state ahead
of California. It ranked particularly highly with
respect to the density of the high-tech industry
in the state. While many companies are incorporated in Delaware, and we have already seen
a significant increase in patent litigation filed
in Delaware since TC Heartland, with so many
leading innovation companies in Massachusetts, the U.S. District Court for the District
of Massachusetts is primed to host a significant increase in patent litigation. Massachusetts
companies should no longer assume that they
will likely have to defend patent litigation in the
E.D. Texas.
Considerations for bringing a
case in or transferring a case to
Massachusetts
Courts are divided on whether the burden to establish venue rests on the plaintiff or
defendant. The First Circuit has held that the
burden to establish venue rests on the plaintiff
once a defendant has challenged venue through
a motion to dismiss. In Massachusetts, a plaintiff must prove both that a defendant has a regContinueD on P. 6
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the Coming Wave of Patent litigation to D. Mass. — opportunities for specialists and generalists alike
The District of Massachusetts is poised to become a more significant destination for
patent cases following the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in TC Heartland and new
amendments to Local Rule 16.1. Judge Richard Stearns and a panel of Boston’s top
patent litigators discuss the impact of these changes, and the unique opportunities
they’ll provide for both patent specialists and general commercial litigators.
Hon. richard g. stearns, U.S. District Court for the Dist. of Massachusetts;
erik Belt, esq., McCarter & English LLP, Boston; Barbara a. fiacco, esq., Foley
Hoag LLP, Boston; susan g.l. glovsky, esq., Hamilton, Brook, Smith & Reynolds,
Boston; andrew o’Connor, esq., Goulston & Storrs, Boston
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BankruPtCy
How to Win the Valuation Battle, in Bankruptcy Court and Beyond
Leading trial attorneys describe best practices and strategies to use when litigating
the value of businesses and collateral, as well as the introduction of expert witness
testimony.
Jeffrey D. ganz, esq., Riemer & Braunstein LLP, Boston; lee Harrington, esq.,
Nixon Peabody LLP, Boston; D. ethan Jeffrey, esq., Murphy & King PC, Boston;
francis C. Morrissey, esq., Morrissey, Wilson & Zafiropoulos LLP, Braintree
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Business litigation
Perspectives from the Bench
Judges from each of the forums in which local business litigators practice share their
insights and suggestions on a range of substantive and procedural dilemmas that
attorneys face regularly, as well as discuss their views on the current state of commercial litigation and where things are headed.
Hon. karen f. green, Massachusetts Superior Court; Hon. kenneth W. salinger,
Massachusetts Superior Court, Business Litigation Section; Hon. indira talwani,
U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts; Hon. Paul a. Chernoff (ret.),
Brody Hardoon Perkins & Kesten; lindsay M. Burke, esq., Kenney & Sams PC,
Boston
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Immediately following the judges’ panel will be a cocktail reception with beer, wine,
and hors d’oeuvres. All attendees of the conference are encouraged to join us for
refreshments and conversation with our distinguished faculty.
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Corporate officer Doctrine
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data is reported up the organization’s chain of
authority so that all responsible corporate officers are notified of violations, and measures are
taken to remedy any violations. In addition, it
is important to provide reporting options for
front-line employees that enable violations to
be reported directly to compliance officers outside the usual chain of authority. The effective
reporting of potential violations can be compromised where front-line employees are required
to report potential violations to supervisors who
are also responsible for production or other
business goals that may conflict with remedying
compliance issues.
Insurance
Insurance, specifically directors and officers (D&O) insurance, may also provide a measure of coverage for criminal charges based on
the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine.
Although most D&O policies exclude claims

Patent Litigation
Continued from page 4
ular and established place of business in Massachusetts, and that the infringement occurred
in Massachusetts. The Second, Fourth, Seventh, and Ninth circuits join the First Circuit
in assigning this burden to the plaintiff. In contrast, the Third and Eighth circuits assign the
burden to defendants. The Fifth and Sixth circuits have not ruled on this issue.
Under the Patent Act, direct patent
infringement occurs when there is an unauthorized making, using, offering to sell, selling or importing of a patented invention during the term of the patent. 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).
Plaintiffs bringing patent suits in Massachusetts
against companies headquartered here would
likely be successful in keeping the case here

based on willful or intentional illegal acts,
the specific event that triggers the exclusion is
important. Criminal charges alone do not typically trigger the exclusion. This allows for the
payment of defense costs until such allegations
are conclusively established, either at trial or as
the result of a plea. In either event, the policy
will pay the cost of defense during the investigative phase. However, one must also determine if the policy contains claw-back provisions related to the payment of defense costs,
and how aggressively the company will pursue
reimbursement.
Indemnification of Corporate
Officers
D&O and other insurance policies do
not cover the payment of criminal penalties.
Depending upon the nature of the penalties, an
entity may be permitted to indemnify corporate officers against certain criminal fines. Many
jurisdictions permit the payment of individual
criminal fines, and the advancement of defense
costs, where the employee conducted herself in

so long as they make a sufficient showing that
the infringement occurred in Massachusetts.
Defendants facing litigation in other districts
and seeking to transfer a case to Massachusetts
should assess on whom the burden rests according to the governing law in the original district.
A venue objection is waived if a defendant
fails to raise it in an initial motion to dismiss or
responsive pleading or amendment allowed by
FRCP 15(a)(1). An exception to this rule is “if
the defense became available thereafter by way
of a supervening authority.” On Nov. 15, 2017,
the Federal Circuit decided on a Writ of Mandamus petition from a decision by D. Mass. Judge
First Name Young, that TC Heartland would
allow defendants who previously waived venue
objections on the basis of residence prior to the
TC Heartland decision to raise these objections
in light of the case.2
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good faith and where the employee’s conduct
was not adverse to the interests of the corporate
entity. In most instances, individual criminal
liability based solely on the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine will satisfy these factors
and permit indemnification and the advancement of defense costs.
Ultimately, effective compliance and
reporting programs are the key to avoiding
Responsible Corporate Officer liability and the
penalties that can flow from such situations.
Neither D&O coverage nor indemnification
will reverse the exclusion or debarment of a corporate officer. 
1. In the case of U.S. v. Park, the president of a large grocery store chain was found guilty of violating the criminal provisions of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act as a
result of rodent contamination in the company’s warehouse facilities.
2. FDA Regulatory Procedures Manual, § 6-5-3,
“Special Procedures and Considerations for Park Doctrine Prosecutions” (revised Dec. 2017).

Litigators with Massachusetts-based clients
should no longer assume that their clients will
have to defend a patent infringement suit in
Texas. If Massachusetts-based companies have a
presence in Texas, care should be given to determine to what extent the company may still be
forced to defend in Texas despite TC Heartland,
and take remedial actions to increase the chances of a successful motion to dismiss or transfer
to Massachusetts. Attorneys should also familiarize themselves with the newly proposed local
patent rules to consider whether defending or
bringing a patent case in D. Mass. would be
advantageous. 
1. See Bennett v. City of Holyoke, 362 F.3d 1, 7 (1st Cir.
2004).
2. See In re Micron Tech. Inc., Fed. Cir., No. 2017-138
(Nov. 15, 2017)

